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the famous zedd episode is based upon the epic film he-
man and the masters of the universe, so the story is
similar in many ways. but, this version was aired on

home tv and the animation was way better as well as the
voices were awesome. the story tells the tale of zedd, a

wizard from another dimension who was accused of
using the power of the eye of tyr to rule the other

dimension using his fleet of mind controlled robots. zedd
was taken away by man-at-arms, his former apprentice,
and a resident special forces agent of eternia. he was

brought to the island of the wizard world, where he tried
to explain the situation to the masters. but, he didn't

expect to be kicked off the island by this magician who
calls himself lord vampis. but, then he got lucky, as it
appeared like herc, a fellow wizard, was on his way to

rescue him. apparently, vampis didn't want a wizard on
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the island who could interfere with his plan to rule
eternia. but it seems like the last one was a problem for

zedd, as he found out that he could turn into a giant
dragon as well as a giant snake. and, it turned out that
he was far from alone. vampis had stolen the eye of tyr

from the she-ra museum and used its power to give
himself more evil powers. and, he was just using zedd to

get it. it was also found that the eye of tyr power had
some effects on human bodies and it allowed them to

transform into the powers of a dragon. what really made
the difference in the fight was the fact that zedd was a
wizard and vampis a magician. because of this, vampis
had to do some stupid things to win. and, it's too bad
that he couldn't have fought a bigger dragon. this one
was pretty strong, it had those eyes, big for a dragon,
that could be used to chill you down when you had to
fight him. they also got a new power called fly mode,

which made them invincible by using this ability.
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